
gAAstrA blue Men's collection spring/suMMer 2013

the WAter repellent deniM
Where fAshion folloWs function
AUTHENTIC DENIM-INSPIRED LIFESTYLE



Did you know jeans have nautical origins? The history 

starts with a revolutionary type of cotton twill, developed in 

the French town of Nimes over 500 years ago. This new 

type of cloth called ‘serge de Nimes’, later shortened to 

denim, was exceptionally strong. For that reason it was 

mainly used to produce heavy-duty work gear and durable 

sailcloth. According to legend, Christopher Columbus used 

denim sails on his voyage to discover America. 

The name ‘jeans’ derives from the French name for the  

city of Genoa (Genes). Sailors from this Italian harbor  

city created the first pair of denim pants. This fascinating 

and almost forgotten bit of nautical history inspired 

Gaastra to develop Gaastra Blue: a complete range of 

jeans with several fits and finishes supported by a denim-

inspired casual collect ion, including knits, tees and 

outerwear with a focus on indigo. Gaastra Blue is an 

authentic, rugged-looking tribute to the nautical heritage  

of both Gaastra and denim.

A tribute 
to our 
history And 
our heritAge
Gaastra Blue 
Men's Collection
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Colors, designs and details of the items shown in this brochure may differ from the 
actual items on offer. Gaastra reserves the right to add or remove products from the 

collection and to change patterns, fabrics and/or colors without prior notifi cation.



A quest for 
perfection
Inspired by  
Douwe Gaastra
The name Gaastra has been associated with  

top-quality ever since 1897, when Douwe Gaastra 

started a sail making business in the historic 

town of Sneek, the Netherlands. Knowing the 

unpredictable temperament of the sea from  

first-hand experience, he set out to create 

sails that could withstand even the harshest 

conditions. With a cloth very similar to serge de 

Nimes, an impeccable eye for detail and a surplus 

of craftsmanship, Douwe Gaastra produced 

handcrafted sails that quickly gained a wide- 

spread reputation for excellence. Inspired by 

his passion for perfection, Gaastra Blue boasts 

the same honest and robust handcrafted quality  

and a host of beautiful details. Some innovative 

functional features, such as water repellent 

denim, add the typical Gaastra touch. Because in 

the philosophy of Gaastra, fashion follows function.  

Welcome to the Gaastra Blue 2013 collection.
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DeNIm ShIrT roWlAND
85.2160.31-1l3
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DeNIm JACKeT DrIFT
85.1160.31-1m4

T-ShIrT roque
85.7138.31-371

DeNIm WINCh
85.6191.31-1m4
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T-ShIrT oASIS
85.7132.31-339

DeNIm CuTTer 
SeABreeze
85.6187.31-1m4

icons of 
style

The graphic elements for this year’s collection 

are inspired by Gaastra’s sail making past and 

the iconic J-class yachts of the 1930s, arguably 

the most elegant racing yachts ever built. 
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 celebrAting 
our 

nAuticAl 
roots

Authentic lifestyles                  
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DeNIm ShIrT SCuTTleS
85.2162.31-1m6



indestructible 
impeccable quality





A full range of casuals, including jackets, jerseys, summer 

weight sweaters, chinos and accessories, complements the 

denim collection. everything is marinated in a robust and 

timeless nautical spirit. A lot of time, effort and ingenuity 

was invested in creating the perfect patina for every single 

item. The result is a modern handcrafted look and feel, which 

is underlined by a wide selection of fine functional details. 

made with passion for pure quality and laced with authentic 

nautical references, Gaastra Blue is a great example of 

vintage Gaastra style.
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Authentic 
nAuticAl 

spirit
Denim-inspired lifestyle

ShIrT DAvIT
85.2110.31-223

DeNIm WINCh  
CorAl Blue

85.6191.31-1m4

ShIrT DAvIT
85.2110.31-223
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up to 
the 

tAsk!

DeNIm JACKeT DrIFT
85.1160.31-1m4

T-ShIrT roque
85.7138.31-371v

DeNIm WINCh
85.6191.31-1m4

one of the denim styles of the Gaastra Blue collection is 

treated with a special finish that delivers great water 

repelling qualities. It will keep you perfectly protected 

from light rain or spray. At the same time, the excellent 

breathability that cotton is known for is not affected at all.    

Whether you’re on the deck of a yacht or in any other 

summer outdoor situation, this Gaastra denim will keep 

you perfectly dry and comfortable. It’s a great example of 

Gaastra’s hallmark combination of functionally and fashion. 

Because at Gaastra fashion follows function.

Breathable and 
water repellent denim 
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T-ShIrT DAllIANCe
85.7124.31-325

DeNIm zeBeCK WorKer STormer
85.6196.31-1D6





since 
1897

DeNIm JACKeT DrIFT
85.1160.31-1m4

T-ShIrT roque
85.7138.31-371v

DeNIm WINCh
85.6191.31-1m4

polo mIGhTy mo
85.7144.31-911

pANTS Top DeCK
85.6135.31-348

Honest handcrafted quality
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DeNIm JACKeT DrIFT
85.1160.31-1m4

T-ShIrT roque
85.7138.31-371v

DeNIm WINCh
85.6191.31-1m4

Check out the making-of video for 

this Gaastra Blue magazine!

Check out the making-of video for 

this Gaastra Blue magazine!
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Gaastra Blue now at your favorite shop or gaastrastore.com


